
 
Light in the Dark   MP Article for December Mailing 
 
Ring the bells that still can ring 
Forget that perfect offering 
There is a crack in everything 
That’s where the  light gets in. 
Leonard Cohen    
 
HATE IS NOT NORMAL HUMAN BEHAVIOUR – DON’T GET USED TO IT 
 
It’s kind of dark out there, in there.   Much fear and vitriol in the air.   Hate so easy to escalate so hard to 
dissolve.   Brendan Cox http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/24/opinion/brendan-cox-carrying-on-jos-work-
against-hate.html?_r=0    
Parnter of Jo Cox, an MP who was killed by someone stirred up by the endless bigotry appearing in pre 
BREXIT referendum, said then “Hate doesn’t have a creed, race, or religion.  It is poisonous”    It feels as if we 
have been subject to some kind of media posion that has brought to the surface and escalated centuries of hatred 
and “them versus us”.    As Wall Street happily adjusts to the bizarre situation, many of us are wondering what 
to do, what even to feel….   Like lobsters in the pot we adjust, but this time, things are boiling over and even if 
we want to huddle down and hide, we may not be able to.   
 

De’SHAUN 
In my local area, in rural Mendocino County, there are not a lot of shootings   but on November 21, a young 
African American man, De’ Shaun Davis, was shot repeatedly by a Ukiah man, from a distance of 40 feet.   The 
62 year old white man said it was in self defense after an argument about dumpster diving.    
https://www.mendovoice.com/2016/11/20-year-old-deshaun-davis-named-as-homicide-victim-by-mcso/ 
This kind of violence makes one wonder how much impact the bigotry and racist media orgy has had on the 
populus.   How much blood there is on the tracks of this election.   De Shaun was described as homeless but it 
turns out that he had relatives in town, was not homeless and with folks who knew and loved him in the area.  
Disturbing as this story is, very few local people seemed to know about this incident and it’s not like there are 
shootings in Ukiah everyday.   
 
AND YET THERE IS SO MUCH LIGHT….. 
On the same day that I heard this news, my daughter Cyd told me about a friend of ours Noor Dawood who is 
mentoring a young African American woman.   Since her first few years in foster care,  she has had a very 
challenging life.  Please read the description here that Noor’s sister encouraged her to post to help this young 
woman and her infant start a new life. https://www.gofundme.com/build-a-young-familys-future 
No need to donate unless you feel inclined but I wanted to share the kind of stories that are so heart warming at 
this time. People pitching in., caring.  Within 48 hours, Noor’s mentee had received all the furniture she needed 
for her new apartment.  Within 13 days, she had the first few months rent.   Edgar Ortiz, one of the teachers 



who contributed to the Reflections on Light in the Dark, talks about how his Costa Rican community came 
together in the most incredible way after the devastating Hurricane Otto.   Stories like this abound…  
 
Our local school where Cyd went to school is now 80% Latino.  A pretty lively small school with great staff.   
The day after the election, children came in crying, inconsolable with fear for their futures and their families.   
About 25% are undocumented, or awaiting documentation and many are connected to family members and 
friends who are involved in programs that are likely to be slashed at the whim of White House word.   Today I 
taught my bilingual class at a health center where the majority of the clients are on medical and hispanic.    The 
stress levels are out the door…and everyone spoke of depression, anxiety in their own lives, stories of racial 
attacks abounding.  In the rooms adjoining, talks were occuring about the possible demise of the Affordable 
Care Act.  It’s not like its been a piece of cake being a Latino in this area…this year one of our friends sons was 
kidnapped and ransomed coming over the border.  Life is harsh but now?   Can we even imagine the future?   
 
SANCTIFY AND PROTECT 
 
These lines keep coming up from Wendell Berry : 
“…..There are no unsacred places;  
there are only sacred places  
and desecrated places. ”  
  
There is a sanctuary movement afoot all over the country.   Nat Corey Moran, a young and popular teacher at 
the school here, told me that they are working towards making the school a sanctuary and supporting the local 
community in whatever way possible.. There may come a time in the not to distant future when some of us 
oldies in the Mendo hills will be asked to support our local population with civil disobedience and further action 
to create some kind of educational haven.   Already the city sanctuary programs are under attack.  This is 
somewhere where many of us could have our voices heard and bring our bodies forward in solidarity with the 
local population.   If you don’t look at any of the sanctuary links below,  do check out this sweet teeny interview 
between Naomi Klein with 13 year old water protector, Tokata Iron Eyes. 
 
https://www.facebook.com/naomikleinofficial/videos/10154731788609919/ 
 
https://ww2.kqed.org/lowdown/2015/07/10/explainer-what-are-sanctuary-cities/ 
 
http://www.santafenewmexican.com/news/education/sfps-board-votes-to-become-sanctuary-school-
district/article_7e724034-7773-599d-af2e-7b4f8a518d61.html 
 
http://www.sacbee.com/news/local/education/article119553008.html 
 
 
SANGHA AND RESOURCES 
 
On this web page LIGHT in the DARK, I am putting any items that have been of interest and helpful in the past 
few weeks.  I will update it and hope you will also add links in the chat section to the side of things that bring 
light and inspiration in these dark days.   The time for punditing and righteousness is over and we are all 
learning about how blind we have been and how blind those that we thought were wise have been.    It’s time to 
truly, deeply listen to what matters. 
https://samepage.io/app/#!/d64e0e539909c85c1c981e34cedb12f94ed239f9/page-439057642380341482 
 
One of the themes that is coming up over and over again is the need to break through the barriers of division 
and use this bizarre time of confusion, to truly listen to each other and to honor each others wisdom and 
capacity.   Like many other teachers and studios, I am attempting to set up some kind of forum or sangha that 



can honor the quiet embodied time we all need but also allow us to inform each other, seek alternative sources 
of information, and invite wise collective action when it may be necessary.     
 
Our sources of information have been so limited.    And some so warped.    Trevor Noah in a recent interview 
talked about how we have been duped into voting for our own worst interests.  In Italy, they had Berlusconi 
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/18/opinion/the-right-way-to-resist-trump.html 
for many years controlling the media and they learned to defeat him, they did not retaliate or pay attention to the 
slights, the false hyperbolic incendiary taunts, but they kept coming back with their key issues.   In the same 
way,  I find myself letting go of Mr Mash Potatoes in my meditation and opening up to where I can find peace, 
light, space and encouraging my students to do so also.   In the UK, a few very rich families  
http://novaramedia.com/2016/11/24/own-the-media-4-reasons-the-uk-needs-a-new-media-funding-revolution/ 
pretty much own the media and the vitriol and warping of issues around Brexit, created the exit vote, despite it 
being in many peoples eyes against the interests of those who voted that way.      
 
*If you are able to handle humour right now go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tI3g_laToxE) 
 
 
SELF CARE   
 
Practice, Practice, Practice ….say a couple of my yoga colleagues in the collective wisdoms.   Teacher Michelle 
Marlahan emphasizes the importance of good sleep, good food, good company and then we will be ready when 
our assignments appear.  Which they inevitably will! 
How to practice if your mind is spinning?   Keeping your asana simple, warming and kindly.   Give yourself 
some balance poses that you can’t do to focus yourself.  Play in your practice.  Practice in company with a 
friend…with your kid…your ageing relative (gently!)   Use recordings, suggestions but begin the process of 
listening deeper and deeper to you.  You are wise.  If we are going to find “our assignments” we need to listen.  
If we are going to cross the divides that have been exacerbated, we need to listen starting with this body, this 
breath, this heart.   
One free podcast is a simple vinyasa practice to bring you into the back body and honor the Sacred Masculine, 
currently not very visible.   Please use the pdf to minimize the inevitable imperfections of the live class recorded 
at Evolve Studio in Cloverdale.    
Heart Reflection is an excuse to read 2 poems and use an image that I find very helpful in challenging times.     
On this page, I have also put some super basic breath instructions really for beginners – in English and Spanish.  
How many of us are not truly breathing right now.  Exhale, Exhale, Exhale.   Use the breath as light in the 
darkness, always there. Always opening to possibility, love.   
Breath audio is super simple and might be helpful if you find you are not breathing! 
 
Leonard Cohen died this month and the vinyasa includes an odd reference to him as homage to a life well lived.   
The New Yorker has a fabulous interview with him.    Whether you love him or not, he touches a deep raw 
nerve of being.    So long, Leonard.    
 
Along the many projects you support, support the light locally and globally.   Support www.yogavalatino.org 
and our wonderful projects if after your major donations you have some to spare.  
In the past, I have couched some of my political opinions in softer language.   Not here.   I am sure many will 
disagree with me and I encourage a healthy respectful conversation with everyone, especially those we disagree 
with.   We don’t have time now to be polite – quoting one of my students.  However I am looking at my own 
righteousness and bigotry and observing in others that same reflection.    It’s going to be messy and its going to 
be imperfect.  “Forget your perfect offering…”  .   The planet won’t wait for us to wake up at a convenient 
moment.    If you have any money and any energy…yes on racial and economic justice, yes on caring for our 
gender fluid population, reproductive rights …..yes on all the many many things that many of you have 



dedicated your lives to, but YES on planetary care. I have come to the end of my no flying year and am looking 
for my next step in this direction.   I’m sure we will meet down this road!  And maybe on the 21st of January?! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


